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Abstract. It is shown that Z&Z~~~~-“+’ 
with zero permanent. 
 1, where Z, is the number of n X n (0, I)-matrices 
1 a Covered and uncovered rectangles 
Let T be the set of all a X b (O,l)-matrices X. Let R,, CO be the sub- 
sets of all such X with at least one zero row and with at least one zero 
column, respectively. Let R 1 = T-R, and C, = T-C, denote the subsets 
of row-covered and of column-covered matrices X. It follows readily 
from the Inclusion-Exclusion Principle that the number of X in the inter- 
section R 1 0 CO is 
#(RI 9 CO> = fi (-lji-r (;) (2b-j-l)“. 
j=l 
(We use #S to denote the cardinality of a sets.) We therefore have: 
Lemma 1 .l. The number of row and column covered X of T is 
= 5 (-1)9(2b-j-1)" . 
j=O 
(For further properties of these covering numbers and related numbers 
see [3] .) 
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Lemma 1.2. If a 2 b, then the terms of the cab sum are decreasing in 
magnitude. 
Proof. One observes that 
((2E-j- I )I(2 b-i-l-l))s>24~2b>b2(b-j)/tiSi). 
Lemma 1.3. For the set Q c Tof aI! ,Y with at least one row or column 
zero, one has 
2. The asymptotic number of uncovered n X n-matrices 
FCX the case a = b = n, we have from Lemma 1.3, 
#Q, = I2”“-(7”-l)n+Ir(2”-1-I)“) 
2 (-1)‘(7)(2”-i-1)” 
j=2 ! 
= A, 43, 
for the number of n-square (O,l)-matrices with at least one zero row or 
coiwmn, and we next prove 
Lemma 2.1. #Q,/f(n) + 1, where f(n) = n*2n2--n+1. 
Proof. It suffices to show that A,/f(n) + 1, while B, /f (n) -+ 0. The sec- 
ond is obvious from Lemma 1.2 since 0 < Bn /f(n) < (y )( Znm2 - 1 )n /f(pt) 
< n/2” + 0. To verify the first limit, we must show that 
lim (1-( l-2+ )” + (n/2”) ( 1 -2-n+r)n)l(n/2n) = 2. 
SinceIim(l-2-nSk n ) = 1 for any fixed k > 0, rhis requires that 
lim { 1 -( 1 -2-n)n )/(n/2n) = 1. The latter may be established by the 
standard methods of indeterminate forms, or by noting that the binom- 
ial sum (l-2-n)fl = Z2 =. (- 1 )k (i )(2-n )k has terms of decreasing magni- 
tude, and followirg the argument above for B, . 
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3. The number of covered matrices with zero permanent 
Let X” be any particular n-square (0, 1).matrix of the form 
where (r, s) is a fixed pair of the set 
C=((r,s):r+s>n, 25 r,s<pz--11, 
U, V are each row- and column-covered and W is arbitrary. By permuting 
rows and then columns, leaving unchanged the original order within the 
blocks, we obtain from this X* at most (F ) (:)-matrices, all row and 
column covered, with an Y X s minor of zeros. Since there are 2RscS,R C,,S 
matrices of the form A’*, one obtains at most 
distinct matrices for each pair (r, s) E C. 
IflV, denotes the totality of distinct matrices generated in this way, 
where (r, s) ranges over all of C, then we must have 
NOW let Nn be the set of all X which are row and column covered, and 
have Per X = 0. It follows from a theorem of Hall [ 21 that X must 
contain an r X s minor of zeros, with r + s > n, and hence one such with 
r + s maximal. If we permute columns and then rows of X, leaving un- 
changed the order of these r rows, s columns and of thLeir complementary 
sets, we must obtain a matrix of the form X* above. (The fact that X is 
row and column covered, with r + s > n, implies the bounds 2 5 r, s _< 
n- 1. The same fact, with the maximality of r + s > n, implies U, I/’ 
row and column covered.) Hence X must belong to the set & construct- 
ed from th: X*. Therefore, the sets fl,, and Nn are identical, and 
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Letting D be the set of pairs (R = n-r, S = n-s) sucf~ that 
R+SIn-l,l<R,S<n-2,wefindfromLemmasl.l and 1.2that 
where g(R, I 5) = (R +S)n-RS. 
if we classify the pairs (A, S) of D according to their sums R + S = k, 
2 S ,k 5 n- 1, we observe the following: 
(a) for R f S = k, g(Z?, s) = kn-R (k-R) 5 kn--(k- 1) = k(n- 1) + 1, 
(b) hence for k < n-2, g(R, S) I n2-3n + 3 < n2 -3n + 6, 
(c)for k=n-l,g(R,S)=n2-n-R(n-l-R), 
(d!) for k = n-l, and 2 5 R < n-3, g(R, S) 5 n2-3n + 6, 
(e)for.k=n-l,andR= 1 orR-n-2,g(R,S)=n2-2n+2. 
Henl:e 
#mn 5 g (g)(“,) 2n2-3n+6 + 2(;2)(,If2) 2n2-2n+2 , 
where D’ is D except for (I?, S) = (1, n-2) and (n-2, 1). But the D’ sum 
is bdounded by 
2n2-3n+6 RAo s$o (g)(z) = 2n2-n+6 , 
= - 
while the other term has the bound 
.3. 2n2-2n+2 < 2n 2 -n+6 
Lemma 3.1. For the set N,, of all n-square, row- and column-covered 
(0, 1)matrices X, with Per X = 0, 
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4. The asymptotic law fx Za 
If Zn is the number of n-square (0, l)-matrices with zero permanent, 
it is obvious that Zn = #Q, + #$Nn, and therefore Zn If(n) has the limit 
(of #Q,/f(n) + #N,Jf(n), where f(n) = n. 2n2-n+l. Hence from Lemmas 
2.1 and 3.1 we obtain at once :
Theorem 4.1. Zn /f(n) + 1. 
Note 4.1. For the sake of simplicity, we leave the result in the above 
form. It is clear, however, that the bound on #N, actually used allows 
the generating matrices X* of fin to have all the corners U, I/, W ar- 
bi?rary. Therefore, the set Na might have bee? taken to include also 
all matrices of Q, with at 1e;tst 2rows or columns zero, and even some 
with exactly one zero row or column. (In other words, the bound 
6qp*-n+l ) is rather crude, a fact which is borne out by actually com- 
puting the bounding sum Z, ii)(i) ZRs Cn_S,R Cn_R,S.) ‘rf we denote 
by Q,* the set of matrices with only one row or column zero which are 
not obtainable from the extended set & , then it follows that even 
#Q,*/f<n>-+ 1 . 
It is easy to show directly that the number of X with just one row or 
column zero is itself asymptotic to f(n). Let RO, Co denote th.e..Ws of 
X with exactly one zero row, and with exactly one z&o column, respec- 




1 <n2(2n-1-l)n-1<n22n2-2n+1 . 
Hence 
2 #RO/f(n) -+ i, #(Roe cO)/f’(n) -+ 0 , 
#(R” + CO)/f(n) = (#R”t#Co -#(ROa cO))/f(n)-+ 1. 
To complrte the proof of the theorem fr-m this point of view, however, 
would be combinatorially inelegant. 
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Note 4.2. The restriction to (0, f )-matrices was prompted by their com- 
binatorial interest, but is quite unnecessary. The entire argument ob- 
viously applies to the set Nz of n-square matrices A = [aii] , 
“ij E (0, 1, a**) M- 1 ), having Per A = 0, with the result that 
Note A,3. For the application to permanents, ee [ 1,4]. 
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